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Put On Your Dancing Shoes
Isak Strand

Isak Strand - Put on your dancing shoes
Tabbed by: R.Christian
Rc_hagberg@hotmail.com

Standard Tuning

[Intro]
G - Cadd9 - Em7 - G/F#

[Verse]
G              Cadd9           Em7                 G/F#
I used to be the kind of man who walked with you and held your hand
G              Cadd9           Em7                 G/F#
Nowadays I walk alone slowly strolling on my own and I
G              Cadd9           Em7                 G/F#
Must admit than in a way I miss those days and I must say that
G              Cadd9           Em7                 G/F#
Seeing people holding hands makes me wanna change my plans

[Chorus]
Cadd9      Em7                    G/F#
Put on your dancing shoes and come sing the blues whith me
Cadd9      Em7                    G/F#
There s nothing I would rather do than to sing with you you see
Cadd9      Em7                    G/F#
Put on your dancing shoes and come sing the blues whith me
Cadd9      Em7                    G/F#
There s nothing I would rather do than to sing with you you see

[Verse 2]
G              Cadd9           Em7                 G/F#
I had this crazy thought today I d leave it all and move away
G              Cadd9           Em7                 G/F#
And I ll start again some place new just so I get over you and I
G              Cadd9           Em7                 G/F#
Move away and start again a brand new you and brand new friends
G              Cadd9           Em7                 G/F#
But it s hard so hard to replace yes it s hard so hard to erase

[Chorus]
Cadd9      Em7                    G/F#
Put on your dancing shoes and come sing the blues whith me
Cadd9      Em7                    G/F#
There s nothing I would rather do than to sing with you you see
Cadd9      Em7                    G/F#
Put on your dancing shoes and come sing the blues whith me



Cadd9      Em7                    G/F#
There s nothing I would rather do than to sing with you you see
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